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by Susan Hay
If President Reagan doesn't do one
more thing while in office, he will
have fulfilled at least one of his
campaign promises--that of nominating a woman to serve on the United
States Supreme Court. With the
induction last month of Sandra Day
0 'Connor, a former Arizona state
court judge, Reagan's administration
must be credited with one of the most
momentous actions to affect our
highest court.
Justice O'Connor received a 99-0
Senate vote of approval before she
was solemnly sworn in on Friday,
September 25. The abstaining senator, from Alabama, was apparently
practicing the maxim, "If you can't
say anything nice about a person,
don't say anything at all.'' His quibble
with her--an issue that first appeared
as though it might cause some
problems in obtaining Senate approval--was O'Connor's ''liberal''
stand on abortion. However, during
the Senate hearings to determine her
fitness for the position, O'Connor
effectively convinced the legislators
that she was right for the job and that
she maintained conservative ideals
appropriate to the regime nominating
her.
Beginning with the October term,
Justice 0 'Connor will take a lifetime
seat on the Court. Without federal
court experience on which to rely, she
will rule on the often complex and
crucial issues that the Court must
decide. 0' Connor will experience the
ways and means of indoctrination into
the Court as every junior Associate
Justice before her. Following tradition, she will sit at the far left side of
the bench and perform the clerical
tasks assigned to the junior associate
justice. As it should be, these elements of the functioning of the Court
and the custom they reflect will not
change simply because a woman is
now a Supreme Court Justice.
There are, however, certain practices
which must be altered in order to
accommodate for Justice O'Connor's
gender. We are all familiar with the
Court practice of justices referring to
each other as "my brother" or "my
brethren'' in dissenting and other
opinions. These pronouns will obviously not be ~.pplicable to Justice
0 'Connor. Perhaps she will be
referred to as ''my sister,'' but maybe
it would be more symmetrical for the
justices to ignore gender totally and
simply refer to each other as "my
sibling.'' But that sounds somewhat
ridiculous. Nevertheless, it is a problem which must be resolved. Nor' does
it seem appropriate for the court to be
fondly called ' 'The Brethren. ' '
Woodward and Armstrong's book by
the same name now sounds particularly dated and perhaps a succeeding
edition might need to be retitled.
There seems to be some debate
about whether or not Justice
O'Connor's sex will have any effect on
her rulings. On one side there are
those who say that because she is a
woman, she will rule favorably for
women and ''women's issues'' and
that she will be most valuable because
of her ''woman's viewpoint'' on some

continued on page 3

by Dave Heidorn
Peggy Stamper
If you wonder where the pay phone is
around the law school and think your
nagging sense of incompleteness is a
bit out of the ordinary, stop worrying
yourself. The feeling is widespread,
so much so that the S.B.A. Executive
Board on the legwork of President Ray
Merritt is presently considering some
form of legal action against General
Telephone and Electric to force the
installation of a pay phone somewhere
in Wesemann Hall.
In a recent development, the Univers it) informed Ray Merritt that it
would not join S.B.A. in any legal
ac• ·on against GTE and, more
crucially, would not allow S.B.A. to
enter a pro bono relationship with the
University's own law firm of Hepner,
Wagner and Evans, who were willing
to take on GTE and had experience
practicing before the Public Service
Commission of Indiana.
"I think it's sad," said Ray Merritt
of the University's refusal to participate. Apparently, the University has
had many problems with GTE in the
past and simply does not want to get
involved again, according to Merritt.
The reason for our lack of a pay
phone stems back to a few years ago
when the University decided to install
their own phone system, a move that
more easily put phones in dorm rooms
throughout the campus but also
necessitated a purchase of nearly all
of GTE's underground cables. Of 17
pay phones that once populated this
campus, only two with their corresponding cables remain.
Ray Merritt has been trying to work
something out with the University to
get a new pay phone installed. His
efforts have been stymied to date.
GTE will not connect a pay phone to
the University's lines. for maintenance
reasons, but they are willing to lay a
new line to the law school from a trunk

line out in U.S. 30. Of course, they
want $3400 and a guarantee of $44
monthly income from the University
for their efforts.
The University graciously declined
but countered with the offer of leasing
free of charge to GTE the lines
necessary to connect a new phone.
Again, GTE wants its own line and
nothing else.
The S.B.A. Executive Board seems
to feel GTE' s reasoning is faulty since
the F.C.C. ruled several years ago
that customers could not be prevented
from owning their own equipment,
which, they feel, should apply to
underground cables as well as Donald
Duck phones you can buy in discount
houses. A law suit may very well
decide this issue.
An attempt was also made to arrange
for the downstairs phone to be hooked
into the university system, thereby
allowing interested students, like
their undergraduate cohorts, to get a
billing number with which they could
charge long-distanc9 calls. But the
tariff issued to GTE by the Public
Service Commission of Indiana
requires that a student, to do so, must
actually reside in a university dorm.
So, the S.B.A. Executive Board is
now considering the options before it:
!.Nothing could be done. Is a pay
phone worth the litigation, especially
considering the widespread hope that
a new law school will be built in the
nearest possible future?
2. S.B.A. could petition GTE to
change its tariff to allow the law
school to become part of the University's system.
3. An anti-trust complaint with the
P.S.C. could be filed on the basis of
law students exclusion from adequate
telephone service.
4. A complaint could be filed with the

A once and maybe future phone

F.C.C. in Washington, D.C.
No recommendation has formally
been made by Ray Merritt to the
Board, and no decision has been
reached.

ilding plans advance First V U.
by Sally Schalk
Concern about crowding and inadequate facilities in Wesemann Hall has
led a sub-committee of the Valparaiso
University Board of Trustees to give
preliminary approval to plans to build
a new law school in the Heritage Park
section of the campus, according to
Ray Merritt, SBA President.
The Board will make a final decision
regarding approval of the plans at the
end of this month, Ray said. The
Board of Trustees has received input
from a committee working on the
project which is headed by Philipp
Brockington Jr., Associate Professor
of Law.
The idea which seems to have
attracted the most support is to build a
new facility at the Heritage Park site
(formerly known as "old campus").
The building presently housing the
School of Law would in turn be used as
the University's administration building, thus consolidating the many
administrative offices scattered around the campus.
Architects working on the project

have not recommended renovating an
old building in Heritage Park for the
new law school because of the
possible long-range structural problems, Ray said. (Ray added that his
statements are by no means authoritative. All plans are tentative, at best).
It is possible that a Heritage Park
building would be demolished in order
to make room for the new law school.
If the new facility's construction
receives a go-ahead, the estimated
completion time is around three to five
years (so don't give up your private
spot in the library yet). Financial
support via alumnae gifts will be
sought to add to funds which have
already been set aside for the project.
The new building will probably be in
excess of twice the size of the building
we are currently using. The size of the
student body, however, will remain
about the same. The faculty is proud
of the student/faculty ratio at Valpo,
Ray said. To improve facilities by
increasing space is the primary focus
of the proposal.

continued on page 3

chair o
Louis Bartelt
Valparaiso University School of Law
Professor Louis F. Bartelt, Jr. has
been chosen to occupy the first fully
endowed faculty chair in the history of
Valparaiso University. The chair has
been established for the School of Law
by Mr. Edward Seegers in honor of his
parents, Louis and Anna Seegers.
Professor Bartelt was installed as the
Seegers Distinguished Service Professor of Law on Friday, October 9.
Professor Bartelt is a former dean of
the School of Law and is the senior
professor of the law faculty. Professor
Fredrich Thomforde, a School of Law
alumnus and the Lindsay Young
Professor of Law at the University of
Tennessee, delivered a brief homily.
The entire law school community
wishes to express its gratitude to Mr.
Seegers for his generous gift. It also
wants Professor Bartelt to know that
everyone connected with the law
school is very proud of his achievements.
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Your law school needs you
Our law school is currently without a
pay phone. It seems as though this
building, or any other building on
campus, will never have one installed.
The reason is not money. The reason
is a lack of planning. This whole
campus is plagued with examples of
some administrator's ineptitude.
Our campus features numerous
buildings which get little or no heat
during the year, inadequate parking
facilities, buildings with only one or
two entrances (which usually happen
to be inconvenient), a maintenance
department which plants trees on
baseball diamonds and does not plow
snow off parking lots, paths instead of
sidewalks and inadequate housing,

office space, classrooms and librarj
facilities.
But better things could be just over
the horizon, at least for us law
students. Hopefully, a new law center
will be completed within the next few
years. While none of us (hopefully)
will be here then, we should not allow
VU' s future law students to suffer as
we have. We have a unique opportunity to make our future law school
however great we choose. The most
obvious way is donating hugh sums of
money. Another cheaper way is
making our ideas for improvement
known to those in charge. This is such
a simple solution. Let's not screw up.

To the wall for graffiti
We've always tho.ught the mark of an
interesting place, pehaps a bar frequented by an intelligent clientele or
an institution of higher learning, was
the blessing of creative graffiti. And,
of course, the most sacred place for
such urbane discourse eternally has
been washroom walls. Assuming. our
School of Law is populated liberally
with intelligent, literate, interesting
human beings, we would want to
conclude that good graffiti was a part
of our washroom environment, also.
But, alas, such a conclusion will not
wash here. With a surprisingly
healthy regularity someone from
either the administration or our maintenance staff takes it upon himself or
herself to heartlessly wipe the fertile
leavings of our hopes and dreams, our
anger and frustrations, our ripe
political fermentations off the walls of
the men's room downstairs.
We can no longer take this desecra-

tion of our collective creativity sitting·
down. The sphincter of censorship
that so stubbornly rests upon the free
flow of our thoughts and literate
talents makes us flush with anger.
Just last week brilliant revolutionary
rhetoric, a well-researched quote of
the late, great Winston Churchill, a
damn funny joke about Jack Hiller,
and a humorous call to get the U.S.
out of North America, to name just a
few of the walled jottings, were
violently washed away.
Are we to leave nothing for our
posterity but the reams of rigid legal
writings we are forced to write? Is
there room for nothing upon this seat
of learning but the piles of books we
must try to ingest?
We feel there's room for more here,
and we urge the administration to
allow graffiti upon our washroom
walls.

An immodest proposal
by Sally Schalk
It qps come to my attention that
modesty is creating quite a problem
around here. Now some of you may
think this is an unfit topic for an
editorial or at least that it indicates a
lack of truly juicy beefs to write about.
Nevertheless, because of MODESTY, the line in the Women's Rest
Room between classes is outrageous,
day after day. Now really women, we
all know what it sounds like . . . and if
you don't, you probably won't find out
by sitting outside the other Women's
Room in the back of the library,
because no one will use it.
The situation is this: the brilliant
building planners of our fine institution chose to put a lovely, spacious
JOHN (complete with machines for

If Chicago's Latin Kings can do grafitti, why can't we?

those ''light days''), right smack dab
in·the study area.
It is difficult enough to study around
here without the additional sound
effects generated by the use of this
facility. Luckily, we don't need to
contend with it, because short of a
dire emergency, students will miss
the first 15 minutes of class rather
than be put on this particular hot seat
in the back of the library.
It is a sad fact that the twostall john in the front of the building is
inadequate. The four-stall john in the
back of the building is equally
inadequate because of acoustical
problems. Why not take some of those
SBA funds and insulate the noisy rest
room? (Oh well, I tried. That's
probably as long a shot as asking the.
women to use it!)
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Letters to the Editor
Anonymous says ...
Dear Editor:

lectures on how to cut off your sleeves
when going to Africa? I really don't
know. Your guess is as good as mine.
Signed,
(Name withheld upon request)

It is a fact of life that all things have a
useful life-span. After the expiration P.S. I'm not foolish enough to put my
of the useful period, the thing is name since I have to take still another
Mr. H. test and I also believe the
relegated to less significant purposes.
number
code system is a joke.
For example, race horses only run for
a few years, and then are put out to
pasture; professional athletes end up
doing commercials or promotions;
on
even noteworthy TV anchormen step
down to do only commentaries or
other services requiring less expo- To The Editor:
sure. But what happens to law
Due to the rising costs of legal
professors after they have outlived
education, few law students enjoy the
their useful purpose? Unfortunately,
luxury of spacious, private living
they keep on teaching. Even worse,
they teach courses such as Federal quarters. Most of us have roommates
with whom we share small, cramped
Income Tax.
I am sure many of you are aware, but apartments. Others live at home with
for those of you who are not, the Tax families, often subjected to frequent
interruption while attempting to
grades last year were pitiful. I think a
study. For these and other reasons, it
simple statistic can best illustrate this.
is especially important that we be able
Of the 113 people who took the class,
to escape to the peace and quiet of the
57 received grades below 70 (Yes,
law library for study purposes. The
that's more than half the class). A fact
like this can lend itself to numerous library was not designed to be a
interpretations--such as: the students campus social center. It is a serious
place for serious study. Students
must have thought the class a
"Blow-off;" the students must not wishing to converse loudly and extensively should retire to the lobby or
have gone to class; or the students
lounge area. Greater consideration for
must not have studied very much.
However, all· o~ these inferences are those students wishing to use the law
erroneous. The fact is: Federal Taxa- library for its intended purpose would
be greatly appreciated.
tion is a required course which has
many implications for future practice.
Tula Kavadias
Mr. H., the professor, required
1st Year Law Student
attendance every day for the four-hour
course; many students (including me)
spent more money on books for this Editor's note: The Forum has received
class than any other; and many several letters on this matter. We
students (again, including me) spent once again urge students to be
more time studying for this class and considerate of their fellow students.
test than any other. Furthermore, the Please, do not carry on conversations
exam was the most unfair test I have in the library.
ever taken. It consisted of one-half
essay questions and one-half objective
questions. The essays were so general
that three hours could easily have
been spent on each one. The objective
questions were live or die. No partial
Notice:
credit was awarded and we were
To make things easier for all of us
instructed NOT to provide explanaplease notice this important notice
tions even though the answers were
about notices. You may have noticed
not cut-and-dried.
the increase in the amount of notices
It is apparent to me that Mr. H. did
for you to notice. We notice some of
not do a good job teaching Tax last
our notices have been noticed. On the
year. It must have been apparent to
other hand some of our notices have
the faculty also because Mr. H. is not
not been noticed. This is very
going to teach Tax again this year.
noticeable. It is noticed that the
However, Mr. H. will still be teaching
responses to the notices have been
other courses, including such exciting
noticeably unnoticeable. This notice is
offerings as Jurisprudence, also a
to remind you to notice the notices and
required course. So what should we do
to respond to the notices, because we
with Mr. H.? Should we have him
do not want our notices to go unretire to spawn future Cardozos?
noticed.
Should he' get a job promoting
Gilbert's and Casenotes in the book
Signed,
store? Should he be restricted to miniNotice Committee for Noticing Notices

More

the noise

Take notice

Ir
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Are Ashtrays Lethal Weapons?
Control President, characterized her
support of handgun control not as an
''irrational fear,'' but as a concern
over handgun misuse, making handgun deaths ''a public health problem
of epidemic proportion.' '
According to Hiducke, the Second
Amendment guarantees every citizen
the right to bear arms as a member of
the citizen's militia. ''Society is
unwilling to live peacefully together,''
stated Hiducke. "The ultimate
authority lies with the people alone.''
Handgun controls, he stated, are
''only smoke screens for confiscation," and the confiscation of private
property is indefensible and illegal.
Hiducke went on to argue that there
is no causal relationship between the
-;;
availability of handguns and the
3
0'
extent of violent crime. "If I really
wanted to harm you," he told the
~0 I
audience, "I could hurt you with this
c:
Ill
ash tray just as easily as with a
0
>handgun." And in support of his
position that it is people and not guns
by Cathy Reid
that kill, he said to Zartman, "Rocks,
''Feelings, emotions and irrational Madam, do not commit homicide.''
fear cannot be allowed to affect the
In conclusion, Hiducke proclaimed
course of future legislation,'' said that the right to bear arms is part of
National Rifle Association member the ''primary law of nature--the law of
David Hiducke during a handgun self-defense, '' which he emphatically
control debate he1d September 30 said is given to people ''by Congress
here on campus.
_ _ and the Lord!''
·
His opponent in the debate, Kathy
Kathy Zartman agreed with Hiducke_
Zartman, Committee of Handgun
that the handgun problem is one of
.1:)

Clinic Receives Grant
by Dave Heidorn
A $31,000 Department of Education
grant has been awarded to the law
school clinic program to be applied
next year in both expanding and
improving the clinic's services.
According to Linda Long, clinic
faculty member, grant money will be
applied towards establishing a new
arm of the clinic through the hiring of
an additional faculty member to work
with students in the area of Administrative Law.
Presently, the clinic is divided into
three teaching sections: Criminal Law
with Dave Vandercoy, Family Law
with Linda Long, and an Impact
section run in cooperation with Project
Justice and Equality by lawyers and
adjunct professors Mike M ulnar and
Myrna Hart.
The extra faculty member, to be
hired this Fall, also will help expand
and improve the Introduction to Clinic
class offered to second-year students

misuse, but she argued that the
problem will be more efficiently dealt
with through handgun control.
''It is easier to deal with availability
than with human foibles and faults,''
she said. ''A handgun is the tool
which facilitates the crime, and the
presence of a weapon has an encouraging effect on crime, especially
on the young, the weak and the
mentally deficient.''
Zartman pointed out that handgun
control is not firearm control. As
compared to rifles, the smaller, more
easily concealed handgun, she argued, "has no important use for a
citizen except to kill another citizen. ' '
Pointing out that a homeowner,
awakened in the middle of the night ,
is in more danger with a handgun
because of his sleepy and surprised
state, she said, ''It is the duty of law
enforcement officers to protect the
citizens. It is not lte citizen's duty to
pre-empt the police. "
The Second Amendment, maintained
Zartman, was created to protect state
militias in time of war. Also, judging
from past legislation and interpretation, Congress and the Supreme Court
say that handgun control is legalt
Then she cited examples of other
countries, such as Japan whose
handgun ban has led to that nation's
}_laving fewer handgun deaths in a
year than Cook County has in a

Anyone want to join the~al world of
legal battles? To finally apply all those
learned principles of law to · ~ctual
cases? To be delegated an enormous
amount of discretion in the handling
of real live cases? Well, that's exactly
the type of experience you will receive
as a participant in the Prosecutin6
Attorney's Association of Michigan
(PAAM) Intern Program.
.
Any intern selected under the P AAM
program is eligible to practice law in
Michigan under General Court Rule
921. GCR 921 allows law students who
have successfully completed their first
year of study to practice law under the
auspices of the Prosecuting Attorney's Legal Aid or City Attorney's
Offices. However, the P AAM program prefers students who have had
Evidence. Speaking from experience,
Criminal Procedure and Trial Advocacy would be helpful, too.
As interns last year each of us had
our own caseload. We conducted all
police and witness interviews, performed investigative functions, and
filed supplemental pleadings. Other
duties included conducting preliminary exams, pre-trial conferences and

''paranoia'' to thi~k that a small
group can keep the public from what it
wants.
Zartman concluded by reminding the
audience that most handgun fatalities
are the result of foolish, instantaneous
acts--of having handguns available in
times of anger. She felt the saving of
lives would be well worth a little
trouble on the gunowner' s part to
register his weapons and ammunition.

Bu~lding

S B A Officers

Plans

continued from page 1

·in the Spring. lntro has come under
Officers: Ray Merritt--Pres., Ed
Architects are presently drawing
considerable attack from clinic stu- Biondi--V.P., PJ Stamper--Sec., Trish detailed plans. If the Board' of
dents in recent years for being an Morris--Treas.
Trustees gives final approval, a small
ineffective preparation for the clinic
3d Yr. Reps.--Roy Dominguez, AI scale model of the new law facility will
program.
Pogel. Faculty--Roger Daley.
be constructed and made available for
Fewer, though more careful, read2d Yr. Reps.--Paul Barnett, Mike students to see. The plan to use our
ings, more extended simulation in Clark, Christa States. Faculty--Keith current building for an administrative
negotiations and interviewing, Wallace.
building falls under the same universmaller classes and actual client
1st Yr. Reps.--Monroe McWard, sity project heading as does that for a
contact short of Rule 2.1, which limits Mike Philippi, John Williamson.
new law facility--the proposals were
court appearances to third-year stuABA/LSD Reps.--Bill McMaster, worked out in conjunction with one
dents, are planned, according to Linda Stacey Saunders.
another.
Long.
The building we now call Wesemann
Grant money will also be used to hire ·. Honor Court:
was built in 1962, when graduating
a second clinic secretary, to pay the · Justices--Daniel Free, Sherrie Hamp- classes were far less than 100 in
fees of consultants engaged for
number. Many think adding on to the
shire, Melanie Sterba.
specific clinic cases and to improve
Alt. Justices--Ken Howes, Sally building effectively is not a feasible
lawyering communication skills of Rogers.
alternative. ''The building was never
clinic students.
Presenters--Mark Folmsby, Susan meant to be added on to vertically,
Professor Long pointed out that the
and to spread out horizontall:y-d.Q_esn' t
Hay, Barbara Blade.
grant was a "community product,"
Alt. Presenters--Gerry Blackmon, look too promising, although ~is
the result of each clinic faculty
possible," Ray said. "The -best
Elaine Sievers.
member and John Farago working
interests of the university seem to lie
together to benefit the entire prowith the Heritage Park/ administrative
Committee Appointments:
gram. She labeled such cooperative
Library--Kathy Otto, Admissions-- building idea,'' he added.
effort "indigenous" to the clinic
Student input to Ray has indicated
Deb Williamson, Curriculum--Dave
experience.
Smelko, Re-Admissions and Peti- strong support for the new law school
proposal. He has made his own
tions--Tonatzin Alfaro-Garcia.
Honor Court Commission--Steve Ra- . positive stance known to the faculty
and committees. The building's name
quet, Kevin Scionti.
Social--Lizbeth Pease, Board of Publi- would still be Wesemann Hall, he
plea negotiations. We gained open
said.
cations--Joseph Taylor.
court experience through motion
practice and handling mental incompetency and juvenile hearings.
Most importantly, interns are
assigned full responsibility for jury
trials and bench trials. If anyone
continued from page
thinks this is a lot of responsibility--it
is! But P AAM will prepare interns for
of the important questions facing the
this responsibility with an intensive
Court. On the other side are those who crim.inately, then laws cannot be interone-week seminar prior to placement.
contend that Justice 0 'Connor's sex preted discriminately. Certainly
The county prosecutors appreciate the
will have little effect on her decisions, justices are known to be liberal,
work interns do and will give on-theand that it might well inhibit her from conservative -or moderate, but they
job assistance whenever needed.
ruling in a way which looks to benefit are not known to be pro-white,
Upon selection, interns will be
women simply for fear of appearing to pro-black or pro-male. To assume that
placed in selected Prosecutors' offices
Justice O'Connor will be pro-female is
''play favorites.''
throughout Michigan. Each particiThe truth probably lies somewhere to do her an injustice and the Court an
pating intern will be compensated
between these two points of view. In injustice.
$2,000 for the ten-week internship
Rather, Justice O'Connor's appointas much as there is a ' 'woman's
period. P AAM will also assist interns
viewpoint" on any given topic (and ment should be viewed as a significant
in locating housing.
that in itself is highly debatable), attempt to undo the inequity of the
If anyone has questions or wants
Justice O'Connor will have that exclusion of qualified women from the
more information, feel free to contact
viewpoint a priori. But to assume that Court. ' 'Affirmative action'' in subany one of us. A representative from
each of the justices has a certain stance, Justice O'Connor's appointPAAM will be at the law school on
partisan perspective which he advo- ment opens the door for women to be
Wednesday, October 21, 1981 at 10:00
cates at every opportunity in his considered when there is a vacancy in
a.m. to meet with interested students.
opinions is to deny the precepts on the Court. She faces a tremendous
Applications will be available at that
which the Court and the entire judicial responsibility as a forerunner. She
time.
system is based. Equal Protection, will be in the spotlight and her
We found ~his to be an invaluable
Due Process, and all those other decisions will be scrutinized by the
experience and would encourage all
formidable cannons of our judicial other justices, by lawyers, by we law
students to consider this unique
system are presumptively unattected students and by the public because
opportunity to practice law during
not only is she a new justice, but, my
by race, creed, color and, hopefully,
their second summer.
sex. If laws cannot be applied dis- God she's a .woman!!

Students Get Beyond Books
by Tonatzin M. Alfaro-Garcia
Brett Gardner
Maggie Mawby

~eekend. She went on to say that it is

O'Connor
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Timeless Trivia
1. What does S.C.U.B.A. stand for?
Who invented and named it?

G. What newspaper boasts "All the

2. What guitarist for a famous rock
group built his own guitar and earned
a Ph.D in Astro-physics?

7. l can think of eight "rock" groups
whose . names contain a part of the
human body. How many can you

;L What do Pat Haden, Bill Bradley,

name?
8. What is the chemical name for the
plastic that is used to make record

and Kris Kristofferson have in comrnon?
4. Who graced the centerfold of the

first Playboy magazine?

:> . Who was the first man to sing on
film?

news that's fit to print' '?

albums?
9. Only- one state markets colorless
l'heerios. What state is it?
10. What is the best selling book of all
time?

Answers
on
8
____________________
______
_ _page
_ _...,.__
Dear Moe,
You chucklehead! The '' J'' stands
for "Justice." For example, there was
Justice Stewart and now there is
Justice O'Connor. However, I find it
incredible that no one minds changing
their name to Justice. I'm sure they
get teased a lot by their friends.
Dear 3rd Year,
Dear 3rd Year,
Why wasn't your column in the last
issue of The Forum? I missed reading
your ridiculous responses and seeing
how stupid you really are.
Signed,
S.A.
Dear S.A.,
Since the writer of last year's column
is obviously no longer a student here,
someone was needed to take over. It
seems that it took The Forum staff all
summer and one month of this school
year to find someone as witty as I. So
bite your tongue, you jerk, and read
on.
Dear 3rd Year,
Who is Prof. Morrisson? Didn't he
used to sing for the Doors? Did he quit
the band to come here? I hear he is an
amusing guy.
Signed,
Confused
Dear Confused,
I'm glad you finally came out of your
coma. To set you straight; Alan
Morrisson is an attorney from town
who teaches "Land Transfer and
Finance." AI never sang in a rock
band. Jim Morrison used to sing for
the Doors. AI is a funny guy. Jim is
dead. AI is much funnier than Jim.
Dear 3rd Year,
I am a first year student and I have
discovered some amazing things in
the short time I have been here. For
instance, every case I have read so far
has been written by someone who had
a ' 'J' ' for their first initial. Think I can
get on "That's Incredible?"
Signed,
Moe

How many law students does it ta.lq:l
to change a light bulb?

~~:;rii~~~~:l ~c~io~ f~~t ~t::~~

manage to. In fact, I went to so many
law school affairs, that when I actually
started law school, several professors
thought that. I was going through for
the second trme.
My tenure as a law school groupie
began my freshman year at Valpo. It
was a typical Saturday evening down
at a fraternity on Old Campus. One of
my friends introduced me to a group
of male 1-Ls who then resided in
Brandt Hall. From then on, I was
hooked.
I was a dedicated law groupie. I
could sniff out any law party within a
'ten-mile radius of campus. I went to
all of the intramural sporting events
that my law idols participated in. I
even attended a few oral arguments. I
now think I was a pretty sad case.
I want to make it perfectly clear that I
was not out for my "MRS." degree.
However, I did carry a net at all times,
just in case. My motives in affiliating
myself with the law school crowd were
that I felt law students were intellectually superior to, and far more
mature than
the garden
variety und..aFgraduate.
I now
know better.
Several of my frienas were law
groupies as well. We each zeroed 1n
on a particular male first-year law
student (I said I was not out to catch a
husband. I did, however, want. to
interject a little romance into my life).
If there is such a thing as killing with
kindness, my friends and I were
homicidal maniacs. One girl I know
tried to cook her way into the hearts of
countless law students. At the end of
her college career, all she had to show
for her efforts were dishpan hands
and an impressive recipe file. The last

..,

MYTH: Registration this fall was a
joke.

REALITY: Who would know if Dean
Ehren was missing?
MYTH: Professor Levinson is just
another pretty face.
REALITY: Anyone who has sat in on
any of her classes knows better.
MYTH: The library is a quiet place to
study.
REALITY: The library is a veritable
country club. If anyone wishes to
study he had better stay home.

REALITY: It was planned that way.
MYTH: Dean Farago was once a
ninety-pound weakling.
REALITY: Perhaps at birth .

MYTH: The hole right outside the
front door of the law school is a new
Signed, addition.
W.A.D.
REALITY: The hole, an addition to
Dear W.A.D.,
Professor Cox's office, will be a
bedroom.
I suggest that you go home and take
care of the house. Then send your wife MYTH: First-year professors come
to law school. She obviously possesses armed with a roll of dimes so that they
more perception than you.
may tell any student to call his mother
and tell her that he will never be a
Dear Readers,
lawyer.
If you have a problem and need to be
laughed at, send your letter to Dear
3rd Year in care of this newspaper. I
cannot guarantee that every letter will
be personally abused in this column,
but I will do my best.

(

Law School Myths Exploded

Signed,
Ed McMahon by Miss Taken
Rumors fly at the law school like
Dear E.,
volcanic ash around Mt. Saint Helens.
Five, one to climb the ladder, one to I am sure that students have heard
hold it, and three to stand around and everything from the rumor that
talk about the possible tort liabilities if Marge, the custodian, is the real dean
the guy on the ladder falls off. You can of the law school to the rumor that the
find this gem and many other unfunny university is planning to build a multithings in Jack Hiller's latest release,_l level garage to alleviate parking
Don't Understand Why They Don't problems on campus. I have apLaugh, which is available from Mrs. pointed myself as official detonator of
Albers in Room 1 for five cents a page. law school myths. From time to time, I
will be bringing a dose of reality to the
student body. Here goes:
Dear 3rd Year,
My wife and I recently attended a
law school function. She now vows
that she will never go to another one.
She keeps telling me that law students
are wordy, arrogant and dull. We
have gotten into some heated disputes
over her feelings. I sincerely believe
my fellow students are interesting,
enjoyable and personable. I'm tired of
fighting with my wife. What should I
do?

I heard she had opened a restaurant.
If you are ever in Milwaukee, be sure
to stop in at Doreen's Beanery--but do
not mention that you are a law
student.
Another friend of mine tried being
seductive. All she got was "Thanks
for the memory.'' She could have
gained that much from watching a
Bob Hope special on television. As for
me, I was simultaneously witty and
sneaky, since I am neither domestic
nor seductive. I practiced for hours
being clever--sprinkling my vocabulary with legal terminology and mentally cataloging every lawyer joke I
had ever heard.
My stalking tactics would have made
the CIA envious. The particular object
of my adoration could never escape
my surveillance techniques, no matter
how hard he tried. To this day there is
a young attorney in Michigan who still
looks over his shoulder to make sure
that I am not lurking in the shadows.
One of my closest friends managed
to break out of the groupie mold. She
committed matrimony with her idol
(or should I say "ideal?"). I do not
think that she was ever a law school
groupie to begin with. She grew close
to her friend, whereas the typical
groupie worships from afar.
My jaded career as a law groupie
came to an abrupt halt at the end of
my junior year in college. My idols
graduated. If I were paranoid, I would
think that they did it just to get away
from me. I grew up a great deal my
senior year and by the time I officially
entered law school, I could leave my
net behind without a backward
glance.
It is nice to have law students as
genuine friends instead of craning my
neck to get a glance of a person on a
pedestal. Every time that I see a perky
undergraduate female enter our lion's
den, I want U> warn her of the dangers
within. Theil I think of the fun that I
had stalking the savage law beast. I
did learn something in the process.

."<PI~~~~ l

REALITY: Most professors are too
underpaid to pass out money to
anyone.

MYTH: The 'D ean Search Committee
was organized to find Dean Ehren,
Signed, who disappeared nearly five years
D.T.Y. ago.
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Brits Give Perspectives On Politics And Education

r

by Laurie Pangle
On Friday, September 19th the
International Law ~iety spon~ored
its first speaker of the 1981-82 school
year. Mr. Peter Bottomley spoke to a
group of students and faculty in the
Courtroom on the topic "The British
Perspective.''
Mr. Bottomley is the mem her of
British Parliament from Woolwich and
Greenwich West (a constituency in
Southeast London). He won his seat as
a conservative in the 1976 By-Election. In his speech, he compared the
British style of electioneering to the
American style, noting that from the
time he joined the Conservative party
until he was elected, he personally
only spent 25 pounds to become a
Member of Parliament (25 pounds is
approximately equal to $50).
The process of becoming a Member
of Parliament, Mr. Bottomley explained, begins by securing one's
name on the possible candidates list.
When he joined the party, this meant
attending only one short interview
with a leader of the party. After being
selected as a perspective candidate
he was eligible to run for any ope~
Conservative candidacy anywhere in
Britain.
Though he joined the Conservative
party, Mr. Bottomley stated that his
view of politics is more akin to the
Liberal party, which is between the
Conservative and Labour parties'
ideologies, but that it would have
been ineffective to join a minor party,
such as the Liberal party, because he
really wanted to achieve some change
in British politics. He felt it was
crucial for those whose beliefs are in
between the extreme right and left
factions to join one of the major
parties. He demonstrated this theory
by using a bell curve to show that the
majority of people (voters) fall be-_
tween the extreme political right and
left, and by using a reversed bell
curve showed that the majority of
politicians fall within the extremes
and outside the middle ground
expoused by the voters.

'by Cindy Pitts
A word to those of us who feel walled
behind the safe unreality of this ivory
tower otherwise known as ''law
school"--it could be worse.
· It is worse in Britain, where,
according to Dr. William Rees, the
problems of contemporary society go
- largely ignored within the law classiroom.
The vast majority of British students
are taught the traditional ''black
letter" or book law, said Dr. Rees in
.his lecture at the law school September 22. Rees himself studied law at
Cambridge and now teaches at the
University of Durham.
Recalling his own experience as a
law student, he depicted the English
law professor's approach to policy
issues in a family law class as
something relegated to the last five
minutes of the period--if there was
time. Indeed, such concerns with
policy issues in class are considered
by the British system to be "soft"
law, Rees said.
''Hard'' law is the stuff that English
by Marshall Whalley
lawyers are made of; the kind of law
Questions regarding Northern Ire- that appears in books, according to
land and the African situation were Rees. The English law student does
also raised. On Northern Ireland, Mr. not get a crack at reality until he/ she
Bottomley said Mrs. Thatcher would is an apprentice, Rees said.
not back down on the demands made That is, after he/she finishes his/her
by the Irish Republican Army for academic work (only three years
political prisoner status nor on issues undergrad and one year of law school)
of prisoners' rights. He stated that he the law student begins his/her practiwas the first Member of Parliament to cal experience under a lawyer, Rees
hold an open meeting in Northern explained. The apprenticeship lasts
Ireland after the death of Bobby Sands •one year and then the young lawyer is
and was surprised that he did not see thrust on his/her own into the
one British soldier or Irish policeman profession, according to Rees.
during his meeting. The lines between
Ireland and Northern Ireland and
between Catholic and Protestant
should be minimized, he said. He felt
that the problems and coverage of the .
situation had been overemphasized. by Pat Swanson
He pointed out that more people are
killed in Detroit in a week than are Millie Kristowski, our Placement
killed by terrorists in Northern Ireland Director, was in an auto accident
earlier this year and has been unable
in a year.
to continue her work at V. U. She is
continued on page 6
still under doctors' care but her health
problems seem to be improving
rapidly. Millie wants each of you to
know how much she misses you and
wants to thank you for your prayers.
Symposium should contact Joe She hopes to be back soon and looks
Wolczyk or Laurie Pangle.
forward to talking to each of you.
The Dean and others realized that
something must be done during
C.L.S.
Millie's absence and so they appointed me, Pat Swanson, as acting
The Christian Legal Society recently Placement Director.
held a meeting where Brent Amato, The Placement Office will be open on
an attorney with the firm of Burditt Wednesday, Thursday and Friday
and Calkins of Chicago and a member from 9:00a.m. to 5:00p.m., and I look
of CLS, spoke to a group of 16 law forward to meeting as many students
students. CLS meetings are held as possible during that time.
e~ery other Wednesday evening and
There are just a few serious notes
will be announced on posters in the that warrant remembering. First, and
law school building. All students and foremost, a good resume is essential.
their spouses are welcome.
After your resume is prepared to your
complete satisfaction, you are ready to
Nationally, the Christian Legal look for that once-in-a-lifetime job.
Society is a group of law students, The Placement Office can help
attorneys and others who are con- students prepare those resumes and
cerned with integrating their Chris- give some insight as to where to get
tian faith and the profession of law.
CLS also includes the Center for Law
and Religious Freedom, which is
active in the areas of 1st amendment
rights as well as other areas relating
to law and Christianity. CLS will hold
a regional conference the weekend of
October 22-25 in Wisconsin. The
Valparaiso chapter of CLS will attend
the conference.

WLSA' s sixth annual wine- and
cheese get-together, held on September 9th at Thunderhouse, enjoyed
a good tum-out of both students and
faculty. Elections were recently held
and two vacancies were filled. Dair
Rochau was elected vice-president
and Sheila Greenstein was named
treasurer. Committees were also
formed to arrange for speakers to
discuss such topics as rape awareness
and the rights of battered women.
WLSA's next meeting will be Wednesday, October 14, during Chapel
Break in Room A.

International Law
Society
The International Law Society is off
to another great year. The two
speakers we sponsored, Peter Bottomley and William Rees, were wellreceived at the . law school. Because
the Society wants to encourage more
discussion of international issues, we
are planning to host several more
speakers during the school year.
They will speak on current issues
facing the legal community. ,
The Society also held its Fall Potluck
Dinner on Oct. 1. Thanks to all those
who attended. Those of you who didnt
missed Professor Hiller's famous
Indian Curry and chutney, West
African Chicken, Spanish gazpacho,
taco salad, guacamole, enchaladas,
banana daquiries, French ratatouille
and pot de creme, Irish spaghetti
sauce and soda bread, Belgian
M ushlee, German potato salad,
Romanian Galoushka and Caramel
Flan.
We are busily making plans for the
International Law Symposium to be
held during the Spring semester.
Anyone wishing to join the International Law Society or to work on the

continued

on page 6

Placement Office Reopens

Organizational Notes
W.L.S.A.

Indeed, -British lawyers find themselves thrust into a profession divided
ag~~t. itself,_ a~ ~escribed by Rees.
CntlciZmg Bntam s legal education
he explained the gap between th~
legal profession and the universities
as a historical one. In fact, the reforms
recommended to revitalize British
legal education today are ''similar to
those first propounded in 1846 " he
admitted.
'
. Apparently, there is a standing feud
between the profession and the universities as to which shall take charge
of the actual vocational training of
students. The profession has always
claimed that duty for itself and still
jealously guards against any intrusion
by its academic brother. The practicing professionals don't trust
academic lawyers, Rees explained. Thus, English law students are
subject to an artificial separation of
book and societal law, according to
Rees. The two seldom meet within the
carefully padded walls enclosing
students, secure fro.m the hum of
worldly experience.
In addition to the gap between
professional and professor, there
exists a gap within the profession
itself whereby British lawyers are
divided into solicitors and barristers,
Rees further explained. These two
branches of the profession are ignorant of one another, each having an
educational and vocational training
separate from the other, he said.
According to Rees, solicitors ' 'need
never darken the doors of a university" to practice. While barristers

them properly duplicated, etc. The
Placement Office also offers a variety
of material to help students find parttime or permanent employment.
There are also some missing publications, the most important of which is
the entire listing of the Illinois
employment opportunities. If you
have any publications out, please
return them or at least let us know
where they are. The number of
students looking for employment in
Illinois is large. All of you should be
able to have access to the illinois
section of the employment opportunities, so, please, help us locate this
important part of our reference
material.
In addition to helping with your
resumes, the Placement Office also
offers employment counseling. Remember, you can develop -~ mo_re _
effective resume through employment
counseling. Important qualifications
which students often take for granted
can be unearthed during the course of
a counseling session.
I look forward to working witl}. all of
you until Millie returns. If you wish to
drop Millie a card stop by the office
and I will give you her ad<hess.

D. T.P·.
. The Delta Theta Phi Law Fraternity
currently accepting applications for
Fall membership. Prospective members may obtain applications from any
DTP member or from the DTP bulletin
board in the student lounge. Remember, ~y _law student may join
DTP. ApplicatiOns must be turned in
by October 15 to Dean Maggie
Maw by, Vice-Dean Alan Funk or
Tribune Roger Burrus. Members' are
reminded that semester dues are
payable to Treasurer Bob Arnold.
IS

Offering the proverbial "right arm for the job ... "

by Dan Granquist

6

Rees speaks
continued from page 5
must at least graduate from a university, he said.
Barristers are the prestigious members of the profession who alone have
the right of audience in high court,
Rees said. They are the specialists,
while solicitors resemble general
practitioners who are much more
likely to be businessmen and may not
plead in open court, he continued.
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Further, the two branches are subject to a class distinction, as described
by Rees. Aspiring students who wish
to become barristers must have an
Oxford accent or acquire one by way
of' 'elocution lessons,'' he said. Those
with a Liverpool accent will be told to
become solicitors if they do not take
elocution lessons.
In contrast to his country's legal
system, Rees depicted the United
States as ''25light years ahead'' of its
British counterpart. He perceived the
~erican legal profession as taking
an '' activist role in society'' and
"trained to question" its place. He
remarked that such analysis of itself
was rare both in and out of the British
system.
However, he did point to some
gradual change in the English
approach to legal study. In the last 15
years law professors have become
dissatisfied with teaching the socalled black-letter law, he said.
New courses have been introduced to
balance the rich/middle class law,
though there has been little shift from
hard to soft law, he confessed. And
although more students are being
encouraged to view how the law
actually works in practice , most
students still get a traditional education Rees said.

--------------------------~~~~~~~--------------

Trivia Quiz
his career turned down an appoint-

Announcing The Forum's First
Annual Trivia Quiz. All law students
faculty and staff are eligible to play:
All entrants must submit their answers by Wednesday, October 28 at
4:00 p.m. Answers must be placed in
a. sealed envelope and placed in The
Forum mailbox, which is located in
the Dean's office. Answers will be
published in the next issue of The
Forum. The winner will be announced
at the SBA Halloween Party. This
lucky person will receive a prize in
keeping with the nature of the contest.
The following trivia quiz was prepared
by Maurice Kelman, Professor of
Law, Wayne State University.
1. Recall FDR's complaints about the

"Nine Old Men." His Court-packing
plan would have added a new justice
for each incumbent over age 70. How
many of the Nine Old Men in 1937
were septuagenarians?

in

ment to the Court after receivin
Senate confirmation?
18. Who was the longest serving Chie
Justic~?

20. Who said: "We are under a
Constitution, but the Constitution is
what the judges say it is"?
21. Who said: '' (T)he constitutional
Bill of Rights (is not) a suicide pact"?

23. Who said: "We are a religious
people whose institutions presuppose
a Supreme Being''?

3. To date, Jimmy Carter has not had
a Supreme Court vacancy to fill.
Which other Presidents never had the
chance to appoint a justice?

25. Who said:"Pregnancy often
comes more than once to the same
woman''?

4. Which President had the most
appointments to the Court?

26. Which Supreme Court decision
prompted the adoption of Constitu
tiona! amendments?

7. Who was the longest serving
associate justice?
8. Which justice served for the
shortest period?
9. Who resigned from the Court and
was reappointed some years later?
10. Which justices hailed from Michigan?
11. How many states have never
produced a Supreme Court justice?
12. Who was the oldest person
appointed to the Court?
13. Who was the youngest justice?
14. Who was the youngest Chief
Justice?
15. How many Chief Justices have
there been?
16. Which of the Chief Justices
previously served as associate justices?
17. William Howard Taft was the only
man to have been both President and
Chief Justice. Which President earlier

HALLOWEEN

22. Who said: "It is one of the happy
incidents of the federal system that a
single courageous state may, if its
citizens choose, serve as a laboratory"?

24. Who said:' 'I know it when I see
it ... "?

6. Which sitting justices once served
as Supreme Court law clerks?

Bottomley Visit

19. How many justices are needed for
a quorum?

2. How many of the current justices
are over 70?

5. Who was the last recess appointee
to the Court?

mittee. Two appointments will be
made by the Executive Board in the
near future.
.
The SBA Board plans to file a Public
by P.J. Stamper
Service Commission complaint against GTE for refusing to install a
Julie Blackburn, Trish Morris and public pay telephone. See the story on
Christa States are hard at work page one for further information.
collecting ideas for remodeling the
lounge. They will be posting proposals
for students to comment on in the near
future. The Administration has
approved $10,500 for the project. The
committee contemplates buying new
furniture, carpeting and drapes.
continued from page 5
Due to Beth Cutter's initiative, the
law school is going to have an official
On the situation in South West
pin, ring and charm featuring the
design of the law school emblem Africa, he stated that the day will
(well, at least a similar-looking come when South Africa will no longer
emblem). Balfour is going to create be allowed to illegally control Namibia
the pin, charm and ring and then because of pressure from the rest of
come to the law school to display the world, and apartheid will no
them. Mike Clark will be receiving a longer be viable in South Africa.
make-up of the design in the near Students and faculty were also
future, so be looking for posted invited to attend a Wine and Cheese
Party jointly sponsored by the SBA
information.
Social
Committee and the InternaPreparations for Law Day have
already begun. The site for the tional Law Society. Discussions were
Barrister's Ball is the St. Sava Serbian continued on the issues of Mr.
Hall in Hobart. Mark your calendar Bottomley's speech and at that time,
Mr. Bottomley discussed the Zimand plan to attend on April 3, 1982.
A drafting committee has been babwe settlement, present Namibian
formed for the revision of the SBA problems, and made comparisons
constitution, by-laws and formation of between United States and British
an election code. Ed Biondi, Paul policies on economics, foreign affairs,
Barnett, Christa States and John and legal systems.
Williamson are on the committee.
University President Schnabel has
approved the SBA's request to include
students on the Dean Search Com-

SBA Nevvs

27. When did Massachusetts, Georgia, and Connecticut ratify the Bill of
Rights?
28. Cite a case in which each of the
nine justices wrote a separate opinion.

29. N arne a case that proceeded
through decision in the Federal District Court, the U.S. Court of Appeals,
and the Supreme Court in a span of
two weeks.
30. Cite a case that expressly overruled an earlier decision, only to be
overruled in tum.
31. Cite a Supreme Court decision
whose ruling on a procedural point
was expressly overruled by one later
case and whose ruling on a substantive issue was separately overruled by another decision.
32. Cite a case in which a justice wrote
the majority opinion expressly overruling one of his own prior opinions.
33. Cite a case in which a justice
objected to a decision agreeing with
his own earlier dissenting views.
34. Oliver Wendell Holmes is famou
for his dissents that gained late
acceptance as majority doctrine. Cit
an instance where Holmes' majorit
opinion was repudiated by a sub .
sequent case.

PARTY!
Yes, it's that time of year again: time to be thinking about what
costume to wear to this year's SBA HALLOWEEN PARTY! Last year .
some law students came dressed as killer bees, Hawkins and McGee,
Coneheads, Briefman, Law Books, Paul Brietzke, Space People,
Raggeddy Ann and Raggedy Andy, and yes, some people even came
as law students and professors! And by popular demand, this year's
party will be held at the same place as last year's party because it was
so challenging to find and even more fun finding one's way home). The
place is . . . -

Jonynas Hall in Chesteron!
The date is . . .

Saturday October 31
I

I

19 81

(yes! Halloween night!) from 8:00p.m. to 1:00 a.mJ
Cheap beer and mixed drinks!

-FREE

munchies and goodies! Music, Dancing, Laughter, Fun!
good time! BE THERE!
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'Gallipo/i' is a filling meal
of both beauty and war
by Dave Heidorn
How quickly we forget war's terror of
insanity. A decade passes, long
enough for those who lasted the
previous horror to settle down out of
the po~ntially questioning reach of
the young men who will fight out our
next failed machinations.
Then, war slides quietly into conversations over cocktails once again.
Becomes light dinner conversations in
forms of statistics and political themes
of reheated, vintage recipes for
refried machinations. And soon we're
shoveling in like starving beggars the
main course of a presidency built in
part on the heroics of forgetting the
meaty parts of young men's finely
prepared bodies tom away by bullets
made to rip apart intestines, splinter
and expand through human flesh on
contact, nothing more.
It takes guts of the old to forget the
terror and guts of the young to
splatter in some jungle or desert too
invaluable to do anything with but
fight over. The illness seems eternal.
An Australian director named Peter
Weir has made a starkly poetic movie
that can wound our failed memories
with clever, bright images of the
youth who die naive and brave in
battles. It is the story of Gallopoli,
barely a beachhead on the coast of
Turkey that during World War I was
the scene of a senseless sacrificial
killing of Australians in a Commonwealth effort to bring down Turkey, a
German ally.
To Australians, then, it must carry
specific historical and political importance. To the rest of us it is a movie
about a simple theme: the waste of
war.
Two young men, both excellent
runners, meet at a race in a frontier
town of Western Australia. One is the
gifted teenage son of a rancher who is
coached by his travelled, wisened
uncle to be the best runner in
Australia. He reads heroic newspaper
tales of Australians fighting baby
killers in Turkey and, like the best of
youth, dreams of the adventures
inherent in far-away places and
battles.
The other is a little older, more
questioning. He comes from a poor
city background and scrounges for a
living partly on his wits. But the· two
become friends.
The younger, despite the knowledge
his uncle tries to share and his
brilliant athletic potential, runs away
to join the best regiment of cavalry for
little more than dreams of adventure,
because his country fights an enemy,
no matter that Europe had little to do
with Australian concerns, and mostly
because he is young and cannot know
how to fear.
The older of the two knows enough to
-fear but reluctantly is carried along
with his young friend's fervor into the
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Play a game
with a prof

stony trenches of senseless killing in a
place that is not adventurous, only
deadly.
The photography is as simple as the
story. Large expanses of light blue
skies and water and the whites of
deserts dominate lingering thoughts
of the movie as men try hard to dig
into their political machinations in~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
military khakies and dull greens.
c 0 R B R E B Chee
Night scenes are dotted with fires and N 0 T
G N I
K
points of light where men dig into
the mountainous shoreline like the 0
Cox
R E
A D 0 u c H E A T R N
stars
on the Australian outback
earlier in the story.
Downs
0
0 D G E 0
R K w 0
F K I
It is, not a perfect movie. Some S
scenes don't work, as a scene in a
T
s G N s N s Ehren
I
hotel just before the characters go off N c z s H T
to battle when they dance in
streamers and confetti a waltz that is I
s Farago
H I
N R E
L
I
0 H R E L
supposed to carry off the excitement
of careless abandonment. The confetti V T
Gienapp
N
0 L N E E H E K I
I
0
gets more attention than the people do
And some early scenes are too long.
T
v N T N z R Goodwin
A
L
L E N I
But as a whole it is a heart- E
wrenching, sensitive and, at times,
Gromley
T R
I
humorous portrayal of the realities of L · R N u R G s E G A L
just who carries on wars and why
people go to them. It's the kind of 0 E R D H N T
Hiller
E
w E 0
L
R p
film that, after seeing it, makes you
want to hide somewhere alone,
s N s 0 p T D I M Kirkwood
depressed about the senselessness of G N K A E
a good part of our human nature and
Levinson
yet, at the same time, makes you want A R w D T R N L M N R 0 R E
to rejoice at the beauty we possess
which can be captured~ in films like R E
c E L L A 0 B y Long
I
0 T
this, works of art, but is too little
preserved in other forms of human A B 0
y
Meyer
0 E H B· G E E
0
0
0
endeavor, as the film itself documents.
p D D X s R E y E M s 0 R
Meyers
Unfortunately, Gallipoli is playing F
only at the Sandburg, right off the
Morrison
~~~~here • s my Professor? 1?"
Rush Street area of Chicago. Hopefully, but doubtfully, some theatre
Potts
around here will carry it soon. But Included in the scheme above are 26 of
assuming it won't play the malls, your favorite Professors and AdministraGallipoli is worth the drive, and the tors.
Stevenson
To aid first year students only,
price is $2.00 until the first show
here
is
a
list
of
those
contained
in
the
starts. Drinking on Rush Street after
Stith
scheme. GOOD LUCK!
the film is conveniently nearby.

Bartelt
vandercoy
Allen
Bodensteiner
Berner
Correction. In the last issue I in- Brietzke
Brockington
V"Jillis
correctly
wroteMy
thatapologies.
William Hurt
was
John Heard.
William.._
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.

Film Value: $3.50

Hurt was the star of Body Heat. John
Heard is another actor about the same
age and approximate looks, which is
still no excuse for confusing their
identities.
The Forum's system of rating movies:what a movie is worth to you.
$5 .... a little bit short of heaven.
$4 ... worth every bit you paid.
$3 ... not bad but you wished you

hadn't paid $4.
$2 ... not good but you love movies
and' you'll pay $2 for just about

anything at a bargirln matinee.
$1. .. nice to get out of the rain.

Your paper needs you ...
Listen all you talented writers . . . we
need you! It may appear that The
Forum's content is above reproach
(and it is . . . ) but we could use more!
Take a break from those P & P
assignments and join forces with us.
It's a lot more fun. In three years you
will be glad to have "Staff Writer" on
your resume, and we would be glad to
have you right now! We would
welcome any free-lance features as
well. See any editorial staff member
with ideas or copy. Thanks.

Phone 464-9641

NORTHERN INDIANA BANK

TYPING SERVICE

and TRUST COMPANY
VALPARAISO • KOUTS • BURNS HARBOR • HEBRON

member F.D.I.C.

Two experienced recently retired
legal typists will give you prompt
accurate service on your papers,
reports, thesis or dissertations,
regardless of size of paper or
number of pages.

Phone 462-0139
or 462-4625

WATCH

__._ inder.
a business dedicated to Christian principles
where shopping is a real pleasure

AND
JEWELRY
REPAIR

JEWELER, INC.

DIAMONDS

*

WATCHES

23 Lineolnway Valparaiso, Ind.

*

JEWELRY
Phone 462-5931
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Intramural Sports:

'Win It For The Boner'
by Paul Barnett ·

National Sports :

The University's intramural football
playoffs began last week and the Law
School's only football team this year,
B.A.R.D. (Beyond A Reasonable
Doubt), has survived the first round,
winning rather handily against the
69'ers, 35-0. This represented the
third shutout recorded by the team
this season. B.A.R.D. is now one
victory away from capturing the
Independent League divisional title,
the first step towards going all the
way.
The regular season began with a
hard-fought victory over theY. At the
end of regulation, the score was tied
at 6-6. The league uses a tie-breaking
procedure much the same as the
shoot-out in soccer. Each team gets
five chances to score from the
-ten-yard line and the team that
crosses the goal line the most times
emerges the winner. B.A.R.D. outscored the Y 2-1 in the tie-breaker to
register their first victory of the year.
The next two games found B.A.R.D.
flexing its offensive as well as
defensive muscles in knocking off the
69 'ers and the Over the Hill Gang by
w~_punis~g himself for a poor golf
scores of 49-0 and 26-0, respectively.
game. As a fellow golfer and a proud,
The
recent acquisitions of Perry
but embarrassed, member of the last
place New Jersey Delegation, (see Theodoros and Steve Krigbaum from
Law School Sports Rouna-up in this the defunct Keeler Stompers played a
issue of The Forum)', I feel this major role in the resurgence of the
reaction is childish and not becoming offense. The defense allowed the
of a fellow clubsman. Next time I opposition to complete 13 passes, all
B.A.R.D. players, during these two
I:.ecommend he try more grueling to
forms of self..abuse, such as watching games.
In the final game of the regular
old Ronald Reagan movies, or any
season, B.A.R.D. and E.J. and the
Chic~o Bears game of his choice.
Last, but not least, I happened to run Multiple 0' s were locked in a
defensive struggle, culminating in a
across this ''subconsciously funny''
6-6
at the end of regulation time.
piece of art while perusing through a · Oncetieagain,
the Law School's team
popular Hugh Hefner publication. came through
in overtime, scoring
I'm not sure where the game was
once in the tie-breaker to nip the
played, but whoever covered the opposition.
Thus, B.A.R.D. remained
match should have his head examundefeated and qualified for the
ined.
The Beverly Hills Freudians tied the division playoffs.
Having been swamped by B.A.R.D.
Chicago Rogerians 0-0 last Saturday
in
their previous meeting, the 69'ers
night. The match started with a long
employed
a new strategy. On their
period of silence while the Freudians
shirts,
the
team members displayed
waited for the Rogerians to freeassociate and Rogerians waited for the
Freudians to say something they could
paraphrase. The stalemate was
broken when the Freudians' best
player took the offensive and interpreted the Rogerians' silence as
reflecting their anal-retentive personalities. At this the Rogerians' star
player retorted, "I hear you saying
you think we're full of kaka." This
started a fight .and the match was
called by officials.
And so goes another edition of
National Sports. As an aside I would
like to mention that there are those
who would infringe upon the ''journalistic license'' I have been known to
assert at times. One such incident
occurred after·my last final exam last
:;
year when my face became the
grecipient of a well-guided whipped
l!
cream pie as I was. rushing· to turn in
~
I'll
my Property exam. If anyone fears
0
that this will affect my literary
~
discretion, fret not, for as the pen is
mightier than the sword, so is. the pen Quarterback Perry Theodoros throws another
pass for BARD.
mightier than the pie.

Freudians Tie
Rogerians 0-0
by Ed Biondi
The leaves are falling, the birds are
wheezing, the flies are dying, the air
is chilled and so is the beer. It is
therefore time for another season of
National Sports. This column will
cover every sport known to man, and
some not yet discovered.
Today' s article covers such national
sports as baseball, golf, and psychotherapy. First we will explore an
aftermath of the infamous baseball
strike.
A Philadelphia lawyer has brought a
$10 million class action suit against
the prof~ssional baseball leagues, the
Commissioner and the Player's Association on behalf of U.S. and Canadian
fans allegedly injured by this summer's baseball strike. The ABA
Journal reports that Attorney David
Kubert claims the plaintiffs have been
prevented from enjoying life and the
pursuit of happiness as a result of the
strike and that the breach of ticket
contracts with fans might have caused
crimes because the fans were unable
to take out their aggressions at
ballgames. He also filed suit against
the National Labor Relations Board
alleging the civil rights of assembly of
all baseball fans were violated by the
board's failure to appeal a federal
judge's ruling that triggered the
strike.
The man appears to have an imagination as well as a sense of humor.
I'm not sure if he really plans to carry
out the suit, but if he does some judge
is gojng to have a real ball with this
one. ~peaking of balls, the Student
Lawyer reports that golf can cause a
man to bare his inner self if he can't
get it up to par.
It appears that an unidentified and
undeniably nude Des Loines, er . . .
Des Moines, man walked into a local
7-11 store, dropped to the floor, did 5
push-ups and left. Moments later, he
returned and delivered an obscene gesture and remark. One of the
customers in the store said the man·

the number 69 in a rather proniiscuous fashion. The distraction must
have had some effect on B.A.R.D., as
they were able to score only 35 points
this time. However, thls was 35 more
than the 69'ers.
Offensively, B.A.R.D. is led by
quarterback Perry Theodoros and his
corps of receivers. Theodoros has run
or thrown for all but two of the
touchdowns scored by the team. Mark
Cladis leads the receivers with four
touchdown receptions. On defense,
the line is lead by Tim Hinlicky, who
has accounted for two safeties. BaiT)" "'
Rooth has snagged seven interceptions to lead the secondary.
In ·spite of the success which
B.A.R.D. has had this year, the whole
team is unhappy about the recent loss
of Mike Schoenbohm. He was declared ineligible earlier this year by
the new intramurals director after new
rules concerning player eligibility
were enunciated. However, Mike has
remained on the sidelines as coach
and captain, and the team has vowed
to ''win one for the Boner.'' This
added incentive may be ,what
B.A.R.D. needs to go all the way this
year.
..
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Sports Roundup:

Frazier And Fernandez Cream Fiel~ By One Stroke
by Paul Barnett
tb the trme '()f day when most law
students and professors are sound
asleep, dreaming about P&P assignments or the ultimate test question, 40
insomniacs took to Forest Park Golf
Course to compete in the Second
Semi-Annual Law School Bestball Golf
Tournament. When the divets finally
cleared, the tandem of Steve Frazier
and Javier Fernandez emerged as the
victors, defeating the team of
Professors Meyer and Stevenson in a
sudden death play-off which lasted
four· holes.
The tournament took place on Saturday, September 26, getting under way

shortly after 7:00a.m. when the team major breakthrough for the sport of
oL:Srian T'Kindt and Elden Stoop hit . golf in the GR:~"den State.
their first tee shots of tl:ie. day. - The tournament also included prizes
Thereafter, 19 other teams followed for personal achievement. Winning
suit, vying for a position among the the closest-to-the-hole contest at the
top three teams in order to claim 17th hole was Roy Brandes. Brett
possession of one of the six bottles of "Muscles" Miller captured the prize
for the longest drive on the 18th hole.
liquor in the prize pooL
The two playoff teams shot a .one Allegations that the ball used was
under par 69 despite continuous actually a Superball were emphaticdrizzles and an occasional downpour .. ally denied by Miller. Finally, Frank
Barely missing the playoffs and Lattal .established a new record for
finishing third was the t~am of Paul club throw. The record, eclipsing Paul
Krentz and Dan Nieter, which shot a Gilfillon 's putter-shot of last semes70. Bringing up the rear this time was ter, was set on the 15th tee, with a
the New Jersey Delegation, Ed Biondi driver. Had the wind not been blowing
against it, the club would easily have
and Paul Barnett. They shot a
tremendous 98 which represented a · travelled farther than the ball.

The winning team of Frazier and Fernandez arter'
\Oinnlng the Second Law School Semi-Annual
Golfing Tournament.
It was the combination of Steve's approach shots
and J ~.vier's putting that led them to win a 4-hole
.P layoff round by one shot.

